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Abstract 
This article argues that food, food preparation and disorderly eating are core concerns in 
Marie NDiaye’s writing. The author’s detailed depiction of protagonists’ unusual 
relationships to food is shown to contribute to the complex and enigmatic ethical matter of 
her texts. Through analysis of scenes of disorderly eating in three novels, Mon Cœur à l’étroit 
(2007), Ladivine (2013) and La Cheffe, roman d’une cuisinière (2016), the article shows how 
food practices in NDiaye are intricately connected to identity and integral to her protagonists’ 
emergence as ethical subjects. NDiaye’s focus is characteristically on the negative affect that 
may be associated with food, most notably disgust. Accordingly, the article explores the 
significance of disgust feelings in her work, particularly as they are generated by excess. It 
concentrates on disgust that is occasioned by two key animal substances: meat and fat. It also 
examines the ethics of food production and the increasingly ascetic gastronomy elaborated in 
La Cheffe.    
Keywords: Marie NDiaye, Mon Cœur à l’étroit, Ladivine, La Cheffe, roman d’une 
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This article argues that alimentary disorder is not only a feature of Marie NDiaye’s writing 
but that it organizes her fictional world systemically and constitutes a particularly powerful, if 
ambivalent signifier of disorder in human relationships. Relationships in all their troubling 
complexity are explored in NDiaye through food and eating yet there is to date little critical 
work concerning the subtle span of meanings she attributes to them. Existing studies focus on 
‘perverse commensality’ (Jordan 2017a: 60-68), or examine specific cases of women’s 
overeating, self-starving and asceticism such as those depicted in the troubling short stories 
‘La Gourmandise’ (1996) [‘Gluttony’] and ‘Le jour du Président’ (2007) [‘The Day the 
President Came’] (Still in this volume; Jordan 2018). We shall see that, examined holistically, 
food practices in NDiaye emerge as a tense and unpredictable field of activity wherein 
disorder always threatens even if it is held at bay. In a study of the complex pressures to 
which the eating subject has been submitted in Western culture, food ethicist John Coveney 
notes that ‘our relationship with food and eating has always provided a permanent 
provocation – an “agonism” – that allows us to construct ourselves as ethical subjects’ 
(Coveney 2006: 156). It is especially the ethical freight of eating in NDiaye that will be the 
subject of the current article, although the self-awareness suggested by Coveney’s declaration 
is seldom in evidence among her protagonists. Instead they tend to be beset by strong 
emotions - notably disgust, the mechanisms and triggers of which are intricately woven into 
the fine-grained descriptions of eating in her work – but are not able, or not willing, to 
understand their reactions.  
To set my reader thinking about the range of disorderly behaviour around food in 
NDiaye, I begin with a number of examples plucked from her novels and stories: in En 
famille (1990) [Among Family] Fanny is fed scraps by her mother - and expected to eat them 
- like a dog; in ‘La Gourmandise’ Antoinette indulges in solitary bingeing; in Mon cœur à 
l’étroit (2007) [My Heart Hemmed in] Nadia is unhealthily stuffed with French bourgeois 
cuisine fed to her by her invasive neighbour; in ‘Le Jour du Président’ Olga self-starves and 
struggles to swallow; and in Ladivine (2013) [Ladivine] Trevor, Richard Rivière’s overweight 
stepson who sits all day in front of his computer, is diagnosed with type 2 diabetes. 
Meanwhile NDiaye’s recurring father figure gorges and fasts in different novels, ultimately 
giving up eating and with it, claims his wife, the possibility of being loved, for ‘on ne peut 
pas continuer d’aimer quelqu’un qui ne se nourrit plus’ (NDiaye 2005: 91) [‘one cannot 
continue to love somebody who has stopped feeding themselves’]. The author’s presentation 
of behaviour around food taps into numerous perennial and contemporary debates including, 
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inter alia: cuisine and national, ethnic or class identity; the (French) history of gastronomy; 
the structure of meals; manners and socialization at table; commensality; the ethics of food 
production and preparation; human-animal relations and the horror of the abattoir; the 
distribution of power in relations organized around food (with a particular focus on the power 
of the cook); mothers as providers; appetite (or lack of it) and shame; as well as the pleasures 
and perils of overeating and the association of obesity with concerns about moral 
degeneration. She also brings into play very forcefully the idea that as we eat, foreign others 
cross the boundaries of our selves (hence the power of the cook!) This is central to the 
meaning of eating in the examples analysed here, each of which pursues the consumption of 
meat (always good to think with and perhaps especially so in NDiaye) and the cultural freight 
of French cuisine, implicitly as a gastronomic order to be contested. Etymologically (from the 
Ancient Greek), gastronomy refers to ‘the art or law of regulating the stomach’. The more 
frequent usage of the term, from the rise of its popularity in post-Revolutionary France to the 
present day, involves the study of the relationship between food and culture, the art of food 
preparation and the science of good eating as well as the art of the table. We will see all of 
these meanings explored in the following analyses which concern three of NDiaye’s novels, 
including La Cheffe, roman d’une cuisinière (2016) [The Cheffe, a Cook’s Novel] - a properly 
gastronomic work.      
First, a few more establishing comments are needed on the originality of NDiaye’s 
handling of food. As numerous critics of her work have remarked, she is distinguished by the 
subtle presentation of her protagonists’ inner worlds and the ethical dilemmas in which they 
are bound up. One of the pleasures and challenges of reading NDiaye is that much remains 
latent or buried for the protagonists through whom the narrative is focalized, and hence too 
for the reader: we access her fictional world via murky states of imperfect understanding, 
bad-faith and avoidance, and share in a nagging sense that things are out of joint. Food 
preparation, feeding and eating offer immensely refined ways of tracking avoidance-related 
affect, and the partially-formulated feelings and thoughts that are prompted by the 
phenomenology of eating often heighten protagonists’ awareness of wider concerns. The 
onset of disgust, for example, is fascinatingly handled in NDiaye: it is not a constant but a 
fluctuating feeling, one which mistakes its own target (what does it mean, for example, to be 
repelled by liver?) perhaps in the end being effectively cognitively processed and articulated 
(but usually not). NDiaye’s work frequently revolves around the levels on which we know 
things and the damage that wilful ‘not-knowing’ can entail. If these things ‘not known’ are 
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unpalatable (in NDiaye they usually are) then protagonists have a vested interest in avoiding 
them, yet there is something special about the sensory nature of eating events which begins to 
force a confrontation. This makes mealtimes - ideally orderly affairs - especially prone to 
affective disorder, and the disorderly meal is a staple feature of her writing.  
For many food ethicists, a similar wilful ignorance is prevalent more generally in our 
approach to food. Most of the time the unpalatable narratives that constitute the backstory to 
the food on our plate – the misery of low-paid labour, the damage to global ecology, the 
grisly carnage of slaughter – are kept at bay. Meat eaters in particular seek to remain 
detached from the (disorderly) idea of killing animals, dealing only with (ordered) butcher 
meat (Viailles 1987) and it is especially via the problem of meat eating that NDiaye prods her 
protagonists to confront what they prefer not to acknowledge. In ‘The Case against Meat’, 
moral and political philosopher Ben Bramble argues that our involvement in meat-eating is 
costly to, and takes a large psychological toll on, even the most enthusiastic of carnivores 
(Bramble 2016). We know, says Bramble, and choose to ignore how animals are farmed and 
slaughtered ‘[b]ut an idea ignored can continue to affect one. There is a growing body of 
evidence that most of us experience many kinds of significant pleasurable and unpleasurable 
feelings without being aware of them – that is, in the background of our consciousness’ 
(Bramble 2016: 144, italics in the text). To back up his point, he harnesses ideas from Daniel 
Haybron’s studies of the elusive nature of well-being, such as the contention that ‘[s]ome 
affective states are more elusive than paradigmatic ones, particularly moods and mood-like 
states such as anxiety, tension, ennui, malaise… [which] may exceed our powers of 
discernment even while they are occurring’ (Haybron 2007: 202). Bramble suggests similarly 
that knowing what meat is and how it arrives on our plates ‘sours or pollutes our experiences 
of eating meat, and perhaps our experiences of living in this world more generally, in ways 
that are very hard or even impossible to attend to while we are still meat-eaters’ (Bramble 
2016: 145-6). The ethical trajectory of protagonists in NDiaye revolves entirely around ‘ideas 
ignored’, the harm that this ignoring may cause to the individual and, by contagion, to the 
social fabric more broadly. And the fragile ‘order’ created and sustained by this ignoring is 
challenged notably where food is involved. The disturbingly persistent cries of distant cattle 
that provide the soundscape to NDiaye’s novel Rosie Carpe (2001) [Rosie Carpe] might be 
interpreted precisely along such lines, as dim indicators of an unspoken systemic blight.   
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Mon cœur à l’étroit: Fat, Meat and Belonging  
Mon cœur à l’étroit, one of NDiaye’s most highly food-conscious novels, explores a crisis of 
belonging through its heroine’s unusual patterns of eating. It is focalized by Nadia, a 
corpulent middle-aged woman who feels progressively more ill at ease – indeed trapped – in 
her body. Nadia experiences strong and conflicting emotions about food and eating, including 
anxiety, powerful appetite, and (self-)disgust. She gorges, her overeating motivated by a 
deeply felt guilt which, as we detect from her interior monologue, she is reluctant to face. The 
novel’s peculiar chapter headings, each of which is a semi-formulated impression snatched 
from Nadia’s train of thought, include observations on food: ‘La nourriture nous console, 
grave erreur de notre part’ (2007: 77) [‘food consoles us, a serious mistake on our part’]; 
‘Tout le monde aime la viande’ (2007: 60) [‘Everybody loves meat’]; and ‘On se nourrit mal 
chez mon fils’ (2007: 251) [‘They eat badly in my son’s house’]. The first of these is an 
expression of moral guilt and of a sense of disorder inherent in the protagonists’ eating 
patterns, which clearly include comfort eating and avoidance strategies (commonly 
associated with bulimia); the second is a throw-away generalization typical of homogenizing 
discourses around food, revealing deeply internalized beliefs about the value of meat, its 
centrality to the human diet (here especially in French cuisine) and the phenomenological 
pleasures involved in eating it; the third is, in contrast, a value judgement about the sickening 
(meat-based) diet she encounters at her son’s new home.  
Ideas of food and eating are made to work hard in this novel. The discourses around 
food are prominent and there are descriptions of dishes including ingredients, textures, 
appearance and aroma, be these appetizing, repellent, or a queasy convergence of the two. 
Further, the motivations for feeding and eating are closely scrutinized. At stake throughout 
and at work on multiple levels are questions of class, ethnicity and symbolic contamination 
which heighten our awareness of taking other into self by eating. The novel’s complex ethical 
schema must briefly be sketched at this point as a prelude to teasing out the meanings that 
underlie Nadia’s shifting appetite. First, although Nadia is in denial about her past and hence 
reveals little of it to the reader, we nonetheless gradually learn that some years previously she 
abandoned her husband, small son and parents (whom she declares to be dead), in an attempt 
to detach herself from her North African, working-class milieu and to become absorbed 
within the white bourgeoisie of Bordeaux through marrying her schoolteacher colleague 
Ange. Towards the end of the novel she characterizes her adult son’s version of events thus: 
‘ce soupçon selon lequel je n’étais allée vers Ange que pour m’élever socialement et me laver 
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de mon sang’ (2007: 257) [‘this suspicion that I gravitated to Ange only for social 
advancement and to lose the taint of my blood’]. Accordingly one of the alimentary axes of 
the novel concerns her affection for ‘la bonne chère’ (2007: 100) [‘good food’] as it is 
understood in French cuisine and her avoidance of the North African cuisine of her past, 
characterized by its aromatic spices which induce instantaneous repellence and which she 
excludes rigorously from her own cooking: ‘comme je les ai fuis […]tournant les talons avec 
dégoût si le hasard d’une promenade m’amenait devant une porte, une fenêtre par lesquelles 
il me semblait que sortait cette odeur, ou l’apparence ou les vestiges de cette odeur !’ (2007: 
271) [‘how I fled from them […] turning on my heels in disgust if by chance a walk took me 
to a door, or a window from which I thought I detected that smell, or the appearance or the 
residue of that smell!’] (italics in the text). Second, the bourgeois society of Bordeaux into 
which Nadia strives to be assimilated begins to react to her as contaminant and seeks to expel 
her. This too is explored through Nadia’s alimentary imagination which configures the social 
body as a digestive system that is squeezing her out like unspeakable waste matter, ‘un déchet 
[…] infect’ (2007: 101) [‘a piece of foul rubbish’]). Her associative thinking conjoins 
individual disgust responses which are used to regulate substances and practices that enter or 
touch the body, and collective disgust emotions - ‘gatekeeper emotion[s]’ according to Susan 
B. Miller (Miller 2004) - which are used to regulate the social body. The biological and 
symbolic meanings of disgust come together in Nadia’s unresolved apprehension of her own 
unpalatable nature, and the reader is invited throughout to consider that Nadia’s appetite, gut 
and girth as well as the idea of digestion more broadly, always involve more than they seem 
to involve at face value.   
Conscious of her flesh, Nadia grows in vulnerability as she overeats. She labours in 
her body, her breathing is short, the buttons on her gilet will no longer fasten (2007: 189), and 
in a striking mirror scene where she confronts the reflection of her naked body we are told 
that the loose flesh on her fatty legs and arms trembles as she moves (2007: 138-9). While 
she remembers with pleasure her tiny son commenting on her comforting curves (‘comme tu 
es moelleuse’ (2007: 78) [‘how squishy you are’], he would say), the soft, fatty matter of her 
body is now a source of concern, not only for Nadia herself but, significantly, for the 
community who reserve the right to comment on it with distaste and make vague allusions to 
the unspecified moral failings that it represents. Here NDiaye harnesses for her own purposes 
the social responses to and regulatory discourses around fatness and the guilt of the corpulent 
that are referred to so neatly in a recent study on obesity as the ‘governmentality of girth’ 
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(Caveney 2006: 141-56). The visible evidence of Nadia’s disorder makes her public property, 
subject to unsolicited speculation, comment, analysis and advice. Thus her former husband 
remarks that she has become enormous, adding ‘cette graisse est indécente’ (2007: 117) [‘this 
fat is indecent’] not merely on aesthetic grounds but as an indicator of the social gulf that 
now divides the couple: ‘Moi, je n’ai pas les moyens d’être trop gras’ (2007: 117) [‘As for 
me, I can’t afford the food to get fat on’] (the class divide here is marked in her husband’s 
mind by the equation plenty = fatness; deprivation = thinness, although in reality we know 
that obesity is frequently associated with the working class). He warns that their son Ralph 
will be ‘choqué, très choqué de te découvrir aussi grasse’ (2007: 118) [‘shocked, really 
shocked to see you so fat’], which in fact proves to be the case. Early in the novel, Nadia 
describes herself fleetingly (and forgivingly) as ‘une femme volumineuse’ (2007: 65) [‘a 
voluminous woman’]; later, as her son’s gynaecologist partner examines her she confesses 
her distress at the way in which her disorderly body has run away with her: ‘je ne sais pas 
comment c’est arrivé […] mon corps […] a pris la tangente car je ne m’en souciais pas, il a 
mené sa propre petite vie indépendante, certes sous mes yeux de chaque jour mais, en fait, je 
ne voyais rien… (2007: 247) [‘I don’t know how it happened […] my body […] went off at a 
tangent because I was not paying heed to it, it was leading its own little independent life, in 
plain sight every day of course, but in fact I didn’t see anything happening…’].    
In spite of the familiar ring to Nadia’s articulation of shame at middle-age spread, fat 
in Mon cœur à l’étroit is not a notably ‘feminist issue’ (to quote Orbach’s 1987 classic 
study). The heroine’s bodily insecurity is related less to beauty than to a differently 
complicated set of sublimated anxieties about betrayal of family and ethnic and class 
belonging, which overeating by turns soothes and exacerbates, and others’ responses to her 
corpulence are also obscurely related to these buried issues rather than to ‘simple’ aesthetics 
connected to body normativity. Eating is a characteristic of most of Nadia’s encounters in the 
book. It always takes on ethical meaning for the protagonist, and poses interpretative 
challenges for the reader (what is it that overeating in a given context means?) Significantly, 
Nadia does not prepare food but is fed by others. The two major cycles of feeding, which I 
shall now analyse in turn, involve excessive amounts of animal product, the first 
concentrating predominantly on fat, and the second on meat.    
Following an unexplained attack on Nadia’s husband Ange, the couple’s neighbour 
Noget (whom they despise) brings gifts of food: home-made bread, exquisite ham or other 
meats reared and prepared by family relations in various regions of France. He then moves in 
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to the couple’s home uninvited and, in an unquestioning acknowledgement of where the 
domestic centre of power lies, ‘va directement à la cuisine’ (2007: 63) [‘goes directly to the 
kitchen’]. His ‘virtuosité à manier la graisse’ (2007: 132) [‘virtuosity in cooking with fat’] 
rapidly becomes clear and Nadia gives lingering descriptions of the overly rich food that he 
prepares in huge portions: ‘énormes croque-monsieur fumants’ (2007: 137) [‘enormous 
piping hot croque-monsieurs’]; ‘scones luisant de beurre fondu’ (2007: 189) [‘scones 
glistening with melted butter’]; ‘rillettes excellentes truffées de longues fibres de chair d’oie 
fondante’ (2007: 145) [‘excellent rillettes stuffed with long fibres of melt-in-the-mouth goose 
meat’]. Nadia’s relationship with these cloying concoctions is conflictual: she cannot resist 
them (she describes salivating copiously) yet she is simultaneously disgusted by her 
unbridled appetite. The food has a soporific effect, making it difficult for her to think sharply: 
‘je me sens lourde, hagarde’ (2007: 189) [‘I feel heavy, crazed’] she says. She describes the 
discomfort of her swollen belly in which the food ‘fermente et s’agite’ (2007: 196) [‘is 
fermenting and shifting’] and imagines her heart ‘pris dans la graisse’ (2007: 122) [‘encased 
in fat’]. In an attempt to transfer responsibility for her overeating and in spite of her gratitude, 
she accuses Noget of alimentary bewitchment or a desire to contaminate (he cooks with 
‘doigts malpropres’ (2007: 91) [‘dirty fingers’]), or even to poison: ‘sa bonté est empoisonnée 
et sa cuisine, d’une certaine façon, infectée’ (2007: 132) [‘his goodness is poisonous and his 
cooking somehow infected’]. The theme of infection is underscored by frequent reminders of 
the conjunction of Ange’s sick room, filled with the stench of his festering wound, and the 
kitchen: the  ‘touffeur pestilentielle’ (2007: 189) [‘pestilential heat’] of the former becomes 
confused with the delicious aromas of the latter and both are dizzying. 
 The secret intentions that, according to Nadia, underlie Noget’s encouragement of her 
disorderly eating include revenge on the couple for their former disdain. While this may be 
true, such an interpretation masks more viscerally-felt tensions relating to Nadia’s past which 
she works strenuously to ignore. What reaches a crescendo in this frenzy of fatty feeding is 
Nadia’s repressed sense of class betrayal. In her own household, a bastion of bourgeois 
values, Noget’s culinary regime has the paradoxical effect of undoing the norms of bourgeois 
eating and with them Nadia’s hard-won sense of belonging. Order crumbles. The domestic 
meal as shared event, with turn-taking, interesting conversation and modest helpings is 
replaced by unregulated solitary gorging and Nadia is so stuffed with gastronomic treats - not 
least those quasi-mythical produits du terroir (delicacies all the more cherished for their 
connection to specific regions) - that they become dangerous, even polluting: in short she is 
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unhealthily gorged with her own class pretentions and their indigestible moral implications 
start to be revealed through food. The working-class bluntness of Nadia’s discourse around 
appetite is a further disordering of educated bourgeois norms: her emphasis on the intensity 
of her salivation (almost embarrassing for the reader) and on her gluttonous desire for food 
are totally unrefined and a form of abasement. Further, her obesity makes her feel 
conspicuous, out of place, and threatens to single her out as working class rather than as the 
refined professional woman she seeks to be. Ultimately she intuits that Noget’s feeding will 
prompt her (social) death and she articulates this – manifesting considerable self-disgust as 
well as self-pity in the animal analogy - as a form of slaughter: ‘Pourquoi voulez-vous nous 
engraisser comme des porcs destines à être mangés?’ (2007: 99) [‘Why do you want to fatten 
us up like pigs destined to be eaten?’] 
Nadia’s repressed guilt is again externalized through eating in the subsequent visit to 
her (now adult) son Ralph and his new partner Wilma. Her relationship to food is constructed 
somewhat more fantastically in this episode and is complicated by the implausible suggestion 
that her bloated belly means she is pregnant (perhaps with a demon). For the purpose of this 
article I shall confine myself to the question of food. Ralph and Wilma’s isolated Gothic 
chateau is a nightmarish locus of alimentary excess where the carefully protected gap 
between animal killing and the food we eat (Barthes 1957: 87; Vialles 1987) closes and 
detachment ceases to be an option. The setting for this unpalatable encounter with meat is 
overly grand, vast and unhomely, its walls hung with animal skins and the stuffed heads of 
wild boar, hunted and killed by Ralph and Wilma. The couple lavish attention on their guns 
and their dining room is designed as ‘l’exposition permanente de leurs faits d’armes’ (2007: 
251) [‘the permanent exhibition of their feats of arms’] displaying photographs of the smiling 
couple holding up, or placing a proprietorial foot upon, dead game. Meat eating becomes still 
more disorderly thanks to the wildly carnivorous Wilma, whose voracious appetite aligns her 
with the hunters of the animal world and throws into doubt her humanity. Wilma gobbles vast 
quantities of meat ‘avec un plaisir si flagrant qu’on ne peut, en la voyant, que détourner les 
yeux’ (2007: 277) [‘with such flagrant pleasure that when one sees it, one has no choice but 
to look away’], raising the morsels to her mouth with fingers which tremble on account of ‘un 
désir si farouche, un si féroce appétit qu’elle en a mal’ (2007: 287) [‘such fierce desire, such 
a ferocious appetite that it pains her’]. Might she relish even human flesh? Nadia’s mother 
speculates that she has eaten Ralph’s wife Yasmina, who never appears in the novel, and 
cautions ‘Il ne faut pas manger de la viande là-haut’ (2007: 291) [‘you mustn’t eat meat up 
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there’]. Meanwhile, Nadia torments herself with the grizzly fantasy that the granddaughter 
she so longs to see has been butchered and pressed into a terrine.       
The indicators of carnage in her gentle son’s home are shocking to Nadia, as is his 
transformation into a hunter and lover of red meat with ‘un certain goût pour le sang’ (2007: 
244) [‘a certain taste for blood’]. Indeed little but meat is eaten at Ralph’s table, disordering 
expected food combinations and making meals both uneasy and unpleasant. Nadia is helped 
to an excessive portion of a dish prepared by her son, an unspecified dark-coloured meat 
covered with thick, wine-coloured sauce, offering to the palate a ‘saveur puissante et 
compliquée’ (2007: 253) [‘powerful, complicated flavour’] packing a horrible punch and 
proving difficult to chew: ‘c’est fort et agressif et tendineux’ (2007: 253) [‘it’s strong and 
aggressive and fibrous’]. The complexity of the mother-son relationship in the novel means 
that Nadia continues to eat and produce appreciative noises in spite of being disgusted to the 
point of nausea and ‘gorgée de mangeaille, sur le point d’éclater de toutes parts’ (2007: 257) 
[‘gorged with pigswill, on the point of bursting everywhere’]. Most unusually, breakfast too 
is solely of meat - ‘il faut manger de la viande au petit déjeuner’ (2007: 261) [‘we must eat 
meat for breakfast’] – insists Ralph. This consists of a terrine described as ‘un mets fort, 
légèrement enivrant’ (2007: 261) [‘a strong, slightly intoxicating dish’], taken with coffee.  
In The Moral Complexities of Meat Eating Ben Bramble and Bob Fischer speak of 
‘the thin connection between the actions of an individual consumer and the suffering of any 
particular animal’ and our ‘apparent causal impotence’ (2016: 2). This wilful ignorance is 
abruptly shattered in Mon cœur à l’étroit when the unusual meat forced upon her leads Nadia 
to imagine the hunt from the animal’s point of view, perhaps ‘une laie affolée poussant 
devant elle ses marcassins, dégageant les forts effluves de la terreur’ (2007: 244) [‘a wild 
sow, pushing her baby boars before her, emitting the strong effluvia of terror’] and to wonder 
whether the meat’s heightened aroma is in fact the smell of fear: ‘l’épouvante rehausse-t-elle 
le fumet de la chair ? (2007: 244) [‘does dread enhance the pungency of flesh?’] Is she 
complicit or blameworthy in some way? Bramble and Fischer describe a special level of 
awareness about animals; one that goes beyond the vague idea of them as sentient beings and 
reaches out more imaginatively and empathetically: ‘there is “something that it is like” to be 
them; they can sense the world around them; they can feel pleasures and pains. What’s more, 
they can want things in their environments, form memories, solve problems (sometimes quite 
sophisticated ones), experience various emotions, and empathize with others of their kind.’ 
(2016: 1) It is this level of awareness that the disorderly eating at Ralph’s home stirs in 
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Nadia. She ceases to eat animals unreflectively, but instead considers their welfare. She 
ceases at the same time to denigrate non-human animals by using them as metaphors to 
critique humans. Her identification with them is complex, becoming richer throughout the 
novel as she is progressively ostracised, deemed ‘lesser’ (than human) and made to partake of 
a common vulnerability. More than once, in fact, Nadia sets up comparisons between herself 
and animals – a scavenging dog, for instance, or a shellfish torn from its shell (Jordan 2017a: 
41) – and NDiaye cannily highlights how her heroine engages with environments very largely 
through her sense of smell (this is a remarkably olfactory novel). The puzzling attack on her 
husband Ange towards the beginning of the novel in which unknown perpetrators remove 
strips of his flesh then, in a macabre prank, attach them to the inside of her coat, is described 
in a chapter entitled ‘On l’a charcuté à plaisir’ (2007: 49) [‘He’s been hacked about’], a title 
that takes us straight to charcuterie [pork butchery] and the (unskilful) butchering of pigs. 
Further, Nadia’s growing terror at being eliminated from her elected social group and brought 
to face her past is expressed in ways that evoke the hidden terror of animals in the abattoir, 
through disorientation, sweating, urinating and emptying of the bowels (2007: 124; 126; 14; 
269-70). 
The climax of the episode at her son’s home comes when Nadia stumbles across a 
charnel heap outside the back door, literally falling into it and realizing with horror that she is 
walking not upon pebbles but upon the bones of slaughtered beasts. The multiple sacrificed 
creatures over whose remains she walks (‘Ils ont donc tué […] tant de bêtes, tant de bêtes…’ 
(2007: 285) [‘and so they have killed so many creatures […] so many creatures’]) are an echo 
of the damage that she too has left in her wake. As Nadia struggles uphill through these 
animal remains – ‘[l]es os déboulent sous mes pieds, sous mes mains qui cherchent appui’ 
(2007: 285) [‘the bones tumble beneath my feet and under my hands as I try to steady 
myself’] – NDiaye conjoins in a powerful metaphor the two systemic disorders which are 
buried and unspoken in this book: disorder in ethnic and class relations in contemporary 
France; and disorder in a food system that depends on suffering.        
We must not think that NDiaye’s exploration of disorderly eating in Mon cœur à 
l’étroit constitutes an argument against animal agriculture, or that she sets out to proscribe 
meat eating as morally wrong. There is nothing so didactic in NDiaye. Rather she uses our 
avoidance of the back-story of meat production as a staging post in Nadia’s return to moral 
order. It is easier for Nadia to confront the imagined suffering of the hunted boar on her plate 
than to confront the real suffering occasioned to her family by her decision to excise them 
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from her life - to slaughter them metaphorically - but acknowledgement of one atrocity is a 
portal to acknowledgement of the other. Accordingly the carnivorous excess of her son’s 
abode is the final, most intense stage of her moral journey. Subsequently, we are led to 
believe, eating is to become orderly once more as the heroine absorbs the simple meals of 
grain, vegetables and grilled chicken or fish prepared on a daily basis by her mother. In this 
new image of food preparation the hunter’s gun is exchanged for ‘cette semoule émiettée 
chaque matin par des doigts honnêtes’ (2007: 295) [‘this couscous crumbled each morning by 
honest fingers’], and the rich and complicated sauces are replaced by the couscous with 
which Nadia was familiar as a child. Perhaps, having learned to ‘digest’ her origins, 
NDiaye’s heroine can begin to live well...  
 
Left-Overs in Ladivine   
NDiaye’s Ladivine (2013) once again uses food as an indicator of inner disorder, especially 
in relation to the interface of familial and neo-colonial contexts. Part way through the novel a 
family – Ladivine, her German husband Marko and their two young children – take a holiday 
in an unspecified African destination. Ladivine, whose mixed-race heritage is unknown to 
her, feels a powerful attraction to the people and culture. Her desire to open herself 
unreservedly to her hosts is given clear symbolic expression when she buys juice in a local 
market and deliberately drinks from the place where there is a residue of lipstick on the rim 
of a badly-washed glass (2013: 156). Conversely, her husband and children are unusually 
restless: the new cultural context disorientates them; the package holiday disappoints them; 
their responses to local hospitality are uneasy; and the shadows of colonial relations that lurk 
within the transactions of contemporary tourism taint their interactions with the locals. There 
is a complicated back story to food preparation and eating throughout the novel, but here I 
confine myself to analysing just one (disorderly) meal, the meaning of which is complicated 
by Ladivine’s allegiance to her late mixed-race mother, and by the ‘left-overs’ of French 
colonial rule.  
 The remnants of rule are obscurely connected to one particular young man, 
Wellington, who functions as a revealing agent of neo-colonial relations and post-colonial 
guilt: wherever he pops up, he occupies a new place vis-à-vis the Western visitors, alluding 
progressively to a spectrum of possible power dynamics. He offers his services as a guide 
round the National Museum. There he acts as conduit to visual representations of colonial 
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atrocity in fine art, drawing Ladivine’s children into an uneasy encounter with the horrors of 
history (‘Il veut qu’on se sente coupables ou quoi?’ [2013: 237] [‘is he trying to make us feel 
guilty or what?’], asks Marko. He extends hospitality to the stranger-guests by inviting them 
to dinner (a simple lamb stew) with his own family; later in a nightmarish, perhaps imaginary 
scene,1 he enters the couple’s hotel room and Marko ‘murders’ him by throwing him from the 
hotel balcony, although all that remains the following morning is a stain on the concrete 
where he fell. Ladivine, astounded at ‘l’affreux bonheur qu’il avait retiré de sa certitude de 
l’avoir anéanti’ (2013: 321) [‘the terrible happiness he had derived from the certainty of 
having eliminated him’], worries about the apparent corruption of her husband and the 
influence of this on her impressionable young children. To escape the scene of the crime, the 
family hire a car and drive to the heart of a forest to stay with the Cagnac couple, friends of 
Ladivine’s father, who run a lucrative car dealership. Here they sit down for lunch and the 
complex interconnectedness between food, eating and ethics in NDiaye sets to work.       
The lunch, focalised by Ladivine who thus guides us through it, compounds the rifts 
in the family fabric which have begun to emerge. Its mise en scène is one of obscene, and 
specifically French, opulence. Like Ralph’s fantasy chateau nestled in the mountains in Mon 
cœur à l’étroit, this dwelling too is in a wilderness which sets it apart and lends its materiality 
– including that of the foodstuff consumed in it – special rather than everyday status; it is set 
apart precisely in order to take us to the heart of some unspoken disorder. In this instance the 
visible signs of French culture ‘out-of-place’ could not be more clearly drawn. Although the 
dwelling is ‘au cœur d’[une] forêt’ (2013: 303) [‘in the heart of a forest’], it has 
incongruously showy architectural features with an absurdly vast and lofty entrance hall, 
‘imité d’une entrée de château français avec son large escalier de pierre qui s’évasait dans le 
bas’ (2013: 307) [‘imitating the entrance hall of a French château with its wide stone staircase 
that splayed out at the bottom’]. 
Lunch, taken in the marble-bedecked dining room, is a different overstatement of 
Frenchness. Despite its apparently impromptu nature it is a multi-course meal served by 
desultory young indigenous boys in white shirts and gloves and black trousers. The couple’s 
meals are clearly occasions for a display of wealth, power, local clout and their own sense of 
alimentary ‘order’. The various dishes bound up in this queasy eating event - ‘cotelettes de 
porc couvertes de fromage fondu, pommes de terre sautées à la graisse d’oie, salade de laitue 
confite dans l’huile de noix […] d’épaisses crêpes fourrées de crème au chocolat’ (2013: 301) 
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[‘pork chops covered in melted cheese, potatoes sautéed in goose fat, lettuce coated in walnut 
oil, thick crêpes stuffed with chocolate cream’] are all excessively rich. Ladivine’s children, 
who usually have tiny appetites, now eat to excess, gobbling ‘avidement et bien davantage 
que Ladivine l’aurait cru possible’ (2013: 301) [‘avidly, and more than Ladivine would have 
thought possible’]; Marko ‘s’empiffrait’ (2013: 302) [‘was stuffing himself’],while Ladivine 
struggles with barely containable disgust. Before eating even commences, the serving of a 
sweet aperitif wine, specially imported from the Haute-Savoie, confirms a new disorder 
between daughter and mother and a breakdown of the habitual function of the table as an 
orderly place where children are socialized: when Ladivine rapidly removes the wine poured 
for her daughter Annika, the latter snatches back her first ever glass of alcohol, downs it in 
one, wipes her mouth with her hand and sniggers. Meanwhile the Cagnacs spout popular 
wisdom (‘Un peu de bon vin ça n’a jamais tué personne’ (2013: 301) [‘a little good wine 
never killed anybody’]) then proceed to manifest the kind of obsessive, inward-turning eating 
that is frequently a marker of moral failing in NDiaye: they are described as masticating 
energetically and in silence, concentrating on their pleasure and from time to time making 
‘des grognements de satisfaction’ (2013: 301-2) [‘grunts of satisfaction’]. Here we observe 
very clearly NDiaye’s recourse to food as an indicator of ethical disorder: nothing could 
disgust Ladivine more, we are told, ‘que ces vieilles figures tout étincelantes de leurs fautes, 
que ces plats lourds, ce vin sucré et jaune’ (2013: 304) [‘than these old faces gleaming with 
their faults, these heavy dishes, this sweet yellow wine’]. The Cagnacs appear more morally 
disgusting precisely because they are in the process of eating. Eating (especially meat) is 
revelatory of unprepossessing predilections in NDiaye and shared eating events render inner 
disorder more apparent.  
  Ladivine is conscious that an obscure battle over the allegiance of her children and 
husband is being played out as the meal unfurls, that in sharing this food they are 
compromised: will they be seduced by the (French) neo-colonial culture of their hosts in all 
its vulgarity? ‘[E]lle sentait que le lien funeste qui unissait les Cagnac à ses enfants et à son 
mari se tendait solidement sous l’effet de cette nourriture révoltante avalée en commun’ 
(2013: 302) [‘She felt that the catastrophic link connecting the Cagnacs to her children and 
husband was tightening firmly under the effect of this revolting food they were swallowing 
together’]. Perhaps her father had sent them there – to an environment which would have 
shown nothing but hostility to his first (secretly mixed-race) wife Clarisse – as a way of 
affirming his new allegiance. Instead, what is heightened here is Ladivine’s mysterious link 
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to her namesake, her black grandmother Ladivine about whom she knows absolutely nothing. 
Ultimately the meals taken with the Cagnacs, meals characterised by division, rebellion and 
collapse, will be the last the family take together. During lunch Ladivine abruptly leaves the 
room ‘au comble de l’écœurement’ (2013: 304) [‘thoroughly sickened’]; later Marko has a 
breakdown at table, trembling and terrifying his children. Shortly afterwards Ladivine will 
disappear into the forest, undergoing a strange metamorphosis that will provide the novel 
with a partial, if fantastical, resolution by returning her to her grandmother in the form of a 
dog.   
One of the most remarkable features of the lunch is that Wellington re-appears as a 
waiter in the employ of the Cagnacs, his paid subservience intended by the couple to 
contribute to the display of their wealth and neo-colonial power. The boy’s ‘murderer’ Marko 
is faced with the prospect of confronting his victim and, stricken with horror and anguish, 
wishes Wellington dead so as not to have to acknowledge his unmentionable crime. These 
undercurrents further complicate the eating event’s undertow of shifting power dynamics and 
subversive affect that are barely contained in the fragile parentheses between the ‘orderly’ 
and the ‘disorderly’. What Wellington serves is, significantly, a salad of ‘museau à la 
vinaigrette’ (2013: 323) [‘pig’s snout in vinaigrette’] which he tosses parodically and 
nonchalantly in such a way as to make clear his freedom from the implied servitude of the 
role: ‘ses gestes étaient à la fois stylés et légèrement désinvoltes comme si, quoi qu’on pût 
penser à son propos, il ne faisait que tenir un rôle qu’il abandonnerait peut-être, si l’envie lui 
en prenait, d’un instant à l’autre’ (2013: 323) [‘his gestures were both well-trained and 
slightly offhand as if, whatever anyone might think about him, he was merely acting a role 
that he could, if he fancied it, abandon at any moment’]. He is described as ‘débrouillard, 
indépendant, malin et très légèrement arrogant’ (2013: 323) [‘resourceful, independent, 
shrewd and very slightly arrogant’]. The latent disorder inherent in this uneasy vignette is 
located not only in the semi-rebellious manner with which Wellington tosses the meat salad 
dish for his ‘masters’ to eat, but also, as I shall explain, in the stuff of the salad itself.  
The lunch, we note, serves up meat in two of NDiaye’s preferred modes: the first 
involves coating and concealing it in rich (French) sauces or cheese such that any nagging 
reminder of the once-live animal is definitively silenced; the second entails abruptly revealing 
its origin in the form of an overly graphic trotter, ear or snout. While NDiaye does not labour 
the point, we note that the snout is the intimate, sensitive place where humans pierce animals 
in order to control them: the ring through the pig’s septum prevents it from rooting; through 
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that of the bull or cow it allows handlers to control and divert it; through that of a calf, a nose 
ring prevents it from suckling and enforces early weaning, and there is surely a connection 
intended between this tiny, ‘inoffensive’ scene and the atrocities meted out by the coloniser - 
including shackles and cages - represented in the paintings at the National Museum. It is this 
history, and its legacy, that must be digested with the salad.2 While the expression of 
Ladivine’s disgust is directed by turns at the food itself (the meat dishes and sauces are 
deemed inherently repellent) and at those who eat it, the real motivation and stoker of disgust 
is the larger world view, value system and history which the entire meal encapsulates for her, 
although she senses this only obscurely and it is left to the reader to bring it to a level of clear 
articulation.   
 
La Cheffe roman d’une cuisinière; re-ordering French Cuisine 
In La Cheffe, roman d’une cuisinière (2016) NDiaye turns food writer. This is a gastronomic 
novel which is highly reflexive – even meditative – not only on eating but on food 
preparation, ingredients and culinary techniques. It takes to a new level NDiaye’s 
preoccupation with the things that food can tell us about ourselves and focuses entirely on a 
(fictional) life devoted to the culinary arts. It thus sits alongside other models of gastronomic 
writing – a highly popular genre in France since the nineteenth century – with which it 
dialogues, complicating and disrupting them by implication.3 La Cheffe contains sustained 
accounts of cooking, perhaps most notably the protracted description of the young, working-
class cheffe’s inaugural meal created for her then employers, the bourgeois Clapeau couple.4 
The account includes the step-by-step making of a fish soup and an elaborate chicken dish, 
with detailed attention given to the experience of odours, textures, gestures, sensations as 
well as her intricate sense of responsibility and empowerment. This set piece is a remarkable 
contribution to the tradition of culinary fiction and the beginning of a set of concentrated 
ethical considerations concerning food. Indeed what strikes us throughout this book is the 
prevalence of moral terminology. Flicking through the pages at any point will yield not only 
rich depictions of foodstuff but also persistent attentiveness to a lexis evoking the ethical 
relationships created around it: the novel is liberally peppered with terms such as ‘honte’ 
[‘shame’], ‘pénitence’ [‘penitence’], ‘déférence’ [‘deference’], ‘fureur’ [‘mania’], ‘honnêteté’ 
[‘honesty’], ‘péché’ [‘sin’], ‘pardon’ [‘forgiveness’] and so on. Eating thus remains highly 
charged in the novel, but the obscure discourse of substance-generated or ‘core’ disgust that 
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prevails in the novels discussed above,5 where negative responses to food symbolise the 
repressed, is replaced with an ethical disgust – and ultimately a spiritual purity – motivated 
by the specifics of the food chain itself.   
La Cheffe is especially thoughtful about the harm done in the name of our enjoyment 
of food. Here we are encouraged to ask what might result if the dark and painful processes 
that bring the food to our plates were not, to return to the idea from Ben Bramble that has run 
throughout this article, ‘an idea ignored’. This is a work in which the woman preparing 
ingredients remains alert to their back story, coming to the best compromise possible with the 
objective conditions of food production, which are sobering – even sickening - yet which for 
her must be kept in mind. We learn from the narrator (a former colleague, acolyte and would-
be lover whose hagiography would surely have made the cheffe wince) that on occasion, 
casting an eye over the ingredients laid out in her kitchen, she was tempted to flee:  
de ne plus jamais [se] sentir uni[e] à la chair morte, aux odeurs lourdes, aux entrailles 
et à la graisse, aux tourments divers et monotones, à l’inévitable saleté, et aux 
souffrances de ceux, bêtes et hommes, qui préludaient à l’arrivée sur la table de la 
cuisine des denrées taciturnes, obtuses, hurlement des bêtes, fatigue des hommes 
(2016: 85)  
[to be bound no longer to dead flesh, heavy odours, entrails and fat, to diverse and 
monotonous torments, to the inevitable filth, and to the suffering of those, beasts and 
men, that were a prelude to the appearance on the kitchen table of taciturn, obtuse 
produce, beasts’ screams, men’s fatigue]    
It is clear here that food is no longer a device for accessing a range of unspoken backstories; 
rather, it is food’s own backstory that is being brought into full focus. The following short 
analysis draws out how, with the above in mind, the cheffe re-orders the idea of cuisine, 
seeking to tread a careful path between the various temptations to excess that await us in the 
culinary and alimentary fields and implicitly calling into question the more inflated aspects of 
our contemporary food culture (celebrity chefs; elaborate gastronomic delights; self-
promoting food blogs) which divert us from alternative scenarios of privation, want, 
suffering, and poor nutrition. Although a celebrity, the cheffe espouses frugality and 
discretion, is never showy and seeks to elide her person from the equation; indulgent towards 
gourmandise she nonetheless seeks to re-educate palates and to disrupt the categories that 
underpin the world of food preparation.     
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The book’s title, La Cheffe, roman d’une cuisinière, sets out its programme (in more 
ways than one as I shall argue in my closing paragraph), demonstrating a will to disorder 
nomenclature, to jostle and nuance the assumptions around food preparation and to forge a 
more refined approach to the field. We might begin with assumptions pertaining to gender. 
While the French ‘Chef’ does not exist in the feminine, cheffe is a stubbornly accurate 
neologism (interestingly fitted to current debates about how to attain greater elasticity and 
inclusivity of gender reference in the French language). A chef is a ‘leader’ in the kitchen, a 
genius practicing a high cultural art whereas a cook, a cuisinière, is a routine labourer and 
preparer of everyday food (Chantal Akerman’s hyperrealist portrayal of Jeanne Dielman 
comes to mind [Akerman 1975]). Working for a spell in the boisterously patriarchal kitchen 
of male chef Millard, the cheffe is addressed with diminutive pet names, or referred to 
contemptuously as ‘la fendue’ (171) [‘the one with the slit’], in an attempt to keep her in her 
(subordinate) place within the profession. NDiaye’s re-casting of the culinary scene disorders 
gendered categories and at the same time breaks down the hierarchy of haute cuisine (fine 
cooking) and bonne cuisine (everyday cooking), deflating the former by drawing together the 
idea of the (exceptional) chef with that of the (ordinary) cook. Her emphasis on modesty, 
respect for ingredients and the patient everyday phenomenology of cooking, most notably 
gesture, take the reader back to Luce Giard’s account of food preparation as everyday 
practice; indeed one is tempted to suggest that Giard’s well known contribution to 
L’Invention du quotidien [The Invention of the Everyday] entitled ‘Faire-la-cuisine’ 
[‘Cooking’] is one of the intertexts that has nourished NDiaye’s novel. 
How does the cheffe’s jostling of culinary codes and traditions translate to the plate? 
We might begin with her first ever plat principal which is usefully accompanied by a reading 
of Roland Barthes’s ‘Cuisine Ornamentale’ [‘Ornamental Cuisine’] (Barthes 1957: 144-6). 
Here the inexperienced cheffe takes apart and re-assembles a fine chicken, mincing its flesh, 
mixing it with other ingredients, moulding it back on to the carcass and covering it once more 
with its own skin to produce an enormous ‘cromisquis’ (2016: 119) (‘croquette’), a culinary 
kind of prestidigitation intended to amaze. The dish, consistent with the gastronomic norms 
and ambitions of what the French call a ‘plat monté’ (an elaborately presented dish) will go 
on to constitute for her a residual source of shame. A pompous and presumptuous re-ordering 
of, rather than respect for nature it recalls Barthes’ analysis of the glamorous dishes 
photographed for the cuisine pages of Elle magazine; a cookery designed to be admired but 
preposterous to make. Barthes detects two routes to ornamentation: the first is to ‘fuir la 
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nature grâce à une sorte de baroque délirant’ [‘flee from nature via a kind of frenzied 
baroque’], the second to ‘essayer de la reconstituer par un artifice saugrenu’ [‘try to 
reconstitute it through incongruous artifice’] (Barthes 1957: 145). The cheffe’s chicken makes 
her guilty of both. While it succeeds in bewitching her employers, it nonetheless comes to be 
considered by its creator as the benchmark of disorder – a ‘blague sauvage’ (2016: 119) 
[‘savage joke’] against which her new culinary order is established. Future dishes, such as her 
signature leg of lamb in spinach and sorrel are a great deal simpler in composition and 
presentation.  
Barthes’s analysis resonates too with the class dynamic that is a key dimension of La 
Cheffe. Contemplating the ‘perdreaux dorés piqués de cerises, chaud-froid de poulet rosâtre, 
timbale d’écrevisses ceinturée de carapaces rouges, charlotte crémeuse enjolivé de dessins de 
fruits confits, gênoises multicolores, etc. ‘ (1957: 144) [‘golden partridges studded with 
cherries, pinkish chicken chaud-froid, mould of crayfish surrounded with their red shells, 
frothy charlotte prettified with glacé fruit designs, multicoloured trifle, etc.’] he notes that 
these recipes, all of which appear ‘nappé’ (1957: 144) [‘glazed’] and effectively conceal food 
under a glossy coating are a diversion, held out as aspirations rather than as realizable dishes 
to the magazine’s ‘immense public populaire’ (1957: 145) [‘huge working-class readership’] 
whose first question is likely to be whether they can afford to buy partridges let alone stud 
them with cherries. The cheffe is viscerally and ethically bound to her working-class roots. 
Her pleasurable memories of picking vegetables with her parents, who made a living in 
subsistence farming, remain live and the simplicity of their food system is formative. Keen to 
respect the integrity of her chosen foodstuff, ‘du morceau de viande le plus coûteux au 
moindre brin de persil’ (2016: 202) [‘from the most expensive cut of meat to the smallest 
sprig of parsley’], she avoids extravagance and mistrusts ‘les falbalas’ (2016: 214) [‘the 
frills’] of what Barthes ironically calls ‘cuisine distinguée’ (Barthes 1957: 144) [‘genteel 
cuisine’]. Thus she throws the narrator’s decorative turnip ‘rose’ in the waste bin and 
despises his wasteful melon balls. She is uneasy when her first restaurant, the Bonne Heure 
becomes the eatery of choice for the elite, seeking to keep tables available for other diners 
and her winning of a Michelin star is received with a sense of burning shame as a kind of 
failure. In an attempt to democratize good food she pitches prices as low as possible and 
keeps the door open for all comers, offering ‘des plats étonnants, délicats et sains’ (2016: 
203) [‘amazing, delicate and healthy dishes’] for the same cost as those on offer in mediocre 
restaurants.  
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A notable disordering of convention is found in the cheffe’s approach to dessert, for 
she attempts to draw the sequence of dishes to a close not only with an absence of the 
‘enjolivures effrénées’ (Barthes 1957: 144) [‘unbridled beautification’] that desserts 
sometimes present, but also by throwing any sweet conclusion into question. Going against 
‘desserts complaisants’ (2016: 94) [‘indulgent deserts’] and the ‘vieux et profond désir pour 
un dénouement sucré’ (2016: 93) [‘old, deep desire for a sugary conclusion’] she proceeds as 
if the very idea of dessert had never existed, experimenting instead with a ‘sorbet d’olives 
vertes’ [‘green olive sorbet’] or ‘dés de concombre cuits dans le miel’ (2016: 92) [‘cubes of 
cucumber cooked in honey’]. Her ‘frugalité presque fanatique’ (2016: 93) [‘almost fanatical 
frugality’] is a tightrope act, for it too risks toppling into disorder and excess, and she has to 
take care as she jostles the diner’s norms not to display a lack of courtesy or ‘inélégance 
vaniteuse’ (2016: 92) [‘conceited inelegance’].  
What is the destiny of the cheffe’s brand of ‘cuisine intransigeante’ (2016: 191) 
[‘intransigent cuisine’]? Towards the end of her life her relationship with food becomes 
conflictual, her dishes push to the most extreme limit her ‘conceptions rigoristes’ (2016: 272) 
[‘rigorist conceptions’] and her stubborn asceticism borders on disorder. Not content to keep 
within the limits of her habitual exquisite austerity she begins instead to starve her cuisine, 
cutting out ingredient after ingredient, threatening alimentary incoherence and veering 
towards ‘le non-sens’ (2016: 273) [‘meaninglessness’]. Indeed the final meal she serves up 
shortly before her death is a spiritual experience, a ceremony that involves not eating but 
merely imagining the taste of the vegetables, cherries and (live) chickens found in the garden 
of the modest auberge that she has hired for the occasion (2016: 275-6).6 Here nothing is 
picked, killed, combined or cooked: gastronomy is entirely undone. While it is moving on a 
symbolic level, the cheffe’s last offering represents a withdrawal from the fray which is itself 
a kind of disorder: it is not only excess but also austerity that needs tempering if life is to be 
sustained.     
We have seen, then, that NDiaye’s writings provide the expression of a sophisticated 
apprehension of food, order and disorder. We have also seen that she alludes increasingly 
overtly to the moral codes that of necessity hover around food, and that in La Cheffe such 
considerations appear to coalesce. This sets her apart from other food-rich literary writers 
such as predecessor Colette, whose prose has been spoken of in culinary terms as ‘écriture 
gourmande’ (Mahuzier 2001: 100) [‘gastronomic writing’] and whose work is also shot 
through with a spectrum of excesses and disorders. Colette’s insistence on food and eating 
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makes her an interesting comparator here: the author’s penchant for depictions of 
gourmandise, her elaborate insistence on pica among the schoolmates in Claudine à l’école 
[Claudine at School] (1900) (the girls eat a range of non-foodstuffs such as drawing and 
writing material and cigarette paper) and her own notoriously voracious appetite are read as a 
marker of the writer’s unbridled, rebellious, joyful energy: ‘gourmandise bordering on 
gluttony is seen by many of [Collette’s] biographers as the original sign of the writer’s 
devouring appetite for life in all its facets: sex, money and all forms of material possessions, 
praises, medals, titles, etc.’ (Mahuzier 2001: 102).  
NDiaye’s story of an ascetic cheffe also invites us to consider its author. In my view 
there is a distinct autofictional dimension to this novel (Jordan 2017b, and forthcoming) 
which exploits the well-trodden alliance of cooking and writing, essentially transposing the 
one for the other and giving sly insights into the perceptions of a public figure whose restraint 
puts her at the opposite end of the spectrum from Colette. The parallels between NDiaye and 
her fictional creation are hard to ignore: a young girl from unlikely origins demonstrates an 
unusual talent, attains very early recognition, determines to create the taste by which she is to 
be appreciated, wins a major award (in NDiaye’s case the coveted Prix Goncourt), becomes a 
celebrity and, preoccupied solely with her solitary art which is described as ‘émancipatrice’ 
(2016: 268) [‘emancipatory’], despises the media machine. The cheffe’s cuisine is used as a 
metaphor for the re-ordering of the contract between author and reader:  
sa cuisine pouvait être dure au premier abord, peu avenante et cependant, quand on 
avait appris à l’aimer, on n’éprouvait plus que repugnance pour une gastronomie 
séductrice et maniérée, onctueuse et molle, on se sentait peu respectée par celle-ci 
comme quelqu’un de qui on n’attend pas suffisamment ou dont on n’exige jamais 
qu’il montre ce qu’il a de meilleur’ (2016: 93) 
[her cuisine could be hard at first, unwelcoming and yet, once one had learned to 
enjoy it, one could feel only repugnance for gastronomy that was seductive and 
mannered, unctuous and limp, one felt little respected by such food, like a person of 
whom too little is asked or who is never required to reveal what is best in her]    
Thus NDiaye’s gastronomic novel may be read as testimony to her own subtle serving-up of 
a new, exquisitely ethical kind of writing which refuses to pander to fashion, does not yield 
all at the first mouthful, requires sustained reflection and seeks to re-educate the reader’s 
‘palate’.    
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1 Consistent with the slippage between realist and fantastic modes in NDiaye, it is unclear 
whether this scene is a playing-out of the protagonist’s fears, suspicions and fantasies or a 
real event. 
 
2 Similarly, it is the extremities of a pig – its trotters and ear – which interrupt Antoinette’s 
pleasure in gorging in ‘La Gourmandise’ precisely because they send her back to the death of 
the animal, provoking a disturbance she does not risk when enjoying cake (NDiaye 1996: 51).        
 
3 It would pay dividends to read NDiaye’s description of her protagonist’s evolving practice 
alongside Jean Anthelme Brillat-Savarin’s 1825 Physiologie du goût (Physiology of Taste), 
the founding text of literary gastronomy, or the earlier Almanach des gourmands 
(Gourmand’s Almanac) (1803) in which Alexandre Grimolde la Reynière sought to establish 
a discipline constructed around French tradition and morals. Although there is not the space 
to do so here it is illuminating to read La Cheffe with an eye on both the surge in popular 
interest in gastronomy in nineteenth century France (see Ory 1992) and today’s exploding 
passion for food writing fuelled by the internet, blogging and an array of apps.  
 
4 NDiaye’s depiction of the cheffe’s trajectory contains notable anachronisms and telescopes 
gastronomic history. Her protagonist’s employment with the Clapeau couple seems to belong 
to a previous century and to an aristocratic rather than a bourgeois context (bourgeois 
families do not routinely have a cook and a kitchen maid). The author has the couple display 
the kind of insecurity about food and taste that were experienced by the rising bourgeois class 
in post-Revolutionary France who wanted to confirm their status by eating elitist food yet 
who needed guidance. On a contemporary note, the cheffe’s rise to fame as a woman 
celebrity with her own restaurant feels distinctly timely – and punchy (we recall that only two 
of the 57 Michelin stars awarded in 2018 were awarded to female chefs). Especially fresh is 
La Cheffe’s alertness to the fragility of our food systems, the numerous disorders that beset 
our eating, the difficulty involved in ethical food preparation, the respect for produce and the 
movement against waste.   
 
5 ‘Core’ disgust concerns ‘[r]evulsion at the prospect of (oral) incorporation of an offensive 
object’ (Rozin and Fallon 1987: 23).    
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6 The choice of an auberge (inn) here is significant. With the rise of the restaurant in France 
came the distinction between restaurants (places of culinary refinement) and inns, catering for 
the weary traveller who is passing through and needs rapidly to be fed and watered. The 
cheffe’s last meal is therefore clearly a renouncement. On this ending and on the meanings of 
food in La Cheffe more generally see Still 2019 and Jordan, forthcoming. 
